Magnetic field measurements from the Ulysses space mission over the south polar regions "of the sun showed that the structure and properties of the three-dimensional heliospherẽ were determined by the fast solar wind flow and magnetic fields from the large coronal j. holes in the polar regions of the sun. This conclusion applies at the current, minimum $ phase of the 11-year solar activity cycle. Unexpectedly, the radial comporlent of the 1% '"j~agnetic field was independent of latitude. The high-latitude magnetic field deviated 'significantly from the expected Parker geometry, probably because of large amplitude 'transverse fluctuations. Low-frequency fluctuations had a high level of variance. The rate bf occurrence of discontinuities also increased significantly at high latitudes. ee-dimensional nature of the heliospherc le prime objective of the Ulysses space kion ( 1 ) . The asymmetric and tinvdelent solar corona, combined with d~e ;Jon of t}~e sLm, makes high-latitude lomena different from those seen near ic plane. We discuss observations by the magnetometer on board the s spacecraft (2) on the structure and teristic features of the magnetic fields te southern polar region of t}]e sun. kic fields in the heliosphere have kigin in the outer atmosphere of the fe solar corona. .Thc corona consists ionized solar material ar temperah excess of 1.5 x 106 K, threaded by Jic field lines rooted in the photofraction of the mechanical energy rig ftom the solar convection zone is @cd, by as yet not fully understood [ S , into heat in the corona. The is ful]danlentally unstable: Part of nal plasma is accelerated to supcr-;eds and escapes into space to form ;.w.ind. The origin of the solar wincl el~understood, but is related to the 1$ ,structure of the magnetic fiekl i heating and dynamics of thẽ ~~ace, the solar wind plasma is P@ect electrical COtKjLICtOr, and i~! drags out the magnetic field edded in it. The large-scale struc-'corona undergoes major changes ""y 1 l-year solar activity cycle. xI, P,. J, Forsyth, T, S, Horbury, tOry, Imperial College, London SVJ7 Worn," 3tT. Tsrrn.rtani, Jet Propulsion Laborato-An. .,.-During solar minimum, large at eas in the polar regions of the corona, the l~olar coronal holes, have an open magnetic field line structure. Coronal hoks that extrnd toward the equator in the declining phase of t}le solar cycle have been identified as the sources of fast solar wind stre, tins, with speeds up to 800 knl/s.
The strength of the heliosp})eric nla~net ic freld observed by the Ulysses magnetometer from the jovian encounter near the ecliptic to the highest southern latitude in the orbit at 80.2° showed the transition from low-latitude to high-latitwle conditions ( Fig. 1 ). During the Iow-l;]titude to mid-latitude part of the orbit, slow solar wind associated with coronal regions C1OSC to the heliospberic current sheet (the extension of the heliornagnetic equator into interplanetary space) was periodic ally con~-
[mxsed, with a period approximately that of t hc solar rotation rate, by high-speed flows from the developing sourhern polar coronal hole (3) . This lecl to the train of periodic magl]etic field enhancements in the corotating interaction regions (CIRS). The CIRS were bounded by forward and reverse shock waves. During this interval, the average dlrecr ion of the heliospheric magnetic field alterl~ated between the two magnetic polarlt ies associated with the northern and sou[hern solar hemispheres. This alternating field divides the solar rotation periods irlto the well-known two-sector structure representative of this phase of the solar cycle. However, throughout rhis interval, the sector structure showed an apparent eastward drift, corresponding to a recurrence rate of the coronal structures responsible for the CIRS slower than the solar otation period at the equator. The likely cause of this effect has been identified as t}~e eastward drift of rhe nonaxisymrnetric tcrins of the solar magnetic field (4), a diagnostic of the evolution of solar magnetism from solar maximum to minimum activity. The last crossing of the heliospheric current sheet was observed at a heliolatitude of 30° south (5) . Signatures of CIRS nevertheless continued to 45° south. Forward shock waves associated with CIRS were last observed at 35°, while, contrary to ex[)ectations, reverse shocks became rela. tively more frequent and persisted to about 45" south (6) . The explanation proposed fc~r this observation is based on a threedi n,ensional model of the development of CIRS at mid-to high latitudes (7) . The forinat ion of shock waves, their topology and their propagation at the high-latitude edges of CIRS remains to be fully explained.
Well after the disappearance, at midlatitudes, of shock waves caused by CIRS, Ulysses observed a series of shock waves at high Iaritudes ( Table 1 ). Five of the seven shock waves were apparently associated -'r -r -r ---r ---r - wi[h the new class of coronal mass ejections, with a krrgcr internal pressure than that of the ambient solar wind, fkst identified in the Ulysses data (8) . Five (not the same set) were reverse shocks, maintaining the trend from the mid-latitude observations of a prcvalcncc of reverse shocks at high latitudes. The shocks were gtnerally weak. in onc case, when the solar wind plasma showed a shock-like change on a timescalc of tens of minutes, but without a clear shock jump being identified by the magnetometer on time scales of tens of SeCOIKk, the discrepancy coLI]d be dLIC to the dissipation of the shock waves some time before tbc observations but nevertheless leaving a remnant of a signature in the solar wind (9) . Variations in magywtic field strength are a good diagnostic of dynamic processes in the solar wind. IIowever, because of this sensitivity to compressional effects, which are eVOIVlng aS a fLIIICtiOll Of tlllle (anCf heliocentric distance), the mamitude of the magnetic field cannit bc easi~y interpreted 
,,. D ., ,. in terms of the solar fi~.ld stren~th. Cotnpressional effects mostll affect the ccmlponents of the magrwtic field vector transverse to t}~e radial direc tion; thcrefcxe, tl~e [atitude depeldcnce of the solar magnetic field is best studied osinj< the radial con~porletlt, []~, of the heliospiLeric fiek] observed by Ulysses. The agrccvnent between the value of this component measured alcmg the Ulysses CM bit, norrrwlized to 1 ALJ, and the same component of the field measured at the same time in the ecliptic plane at 1 AU (Fig. 2) demonstrates that the magnetic field over the coronal 1,ole is independent of hc]io]atitudr (10) .
This conclusion is in contradictiorl with models predicting the t,ehavior of the hcliospheric magnetic field as a function of latitude (at solar Lninit[)um activity), based on extrapolations of solar surface magnetic fields. These models predict a significarlt increase, up to a factor of 3, over the polar region as a rcsulr of th~. dominance of the solar magnetic dipole term which, at solar minimum, is approxinlate!y aligned with the solar rotation axis. The implicatiol~ of the discrepancy betwe~m the models and the observations is that the assumpri(>ns built into the models a, to how solar magnetic fields are distribu( ed by dynamic processes in the corona, in the source regioms of the solar wind, need to be revised. In particular, models in whicl] the ma~nctic fields are current-free ([he so-called potential models) between the photosphere and a concentric s[]herical surface in the corona (the source sllr[ace) pre{lict a stronger, more dipole-like field at Ul> sses than obser veal. Even modifications of such models, takin! into account the contribution of the hcli<l spheric current sheet, predict a latitude dependent field, in particular, a significant increase in the radial component of th magnetic field at Ulysses ( 1 I ). In tbc Iigl ) of the observational reSLll[S, it is clear that further effect, that of significantly strong, magnetic stresses in the polar regions, nem to be taken into account. Although coron images at solar minimum often show ev dence of a divergence of the magnetic ficl lines near the sun, it has not been clear h,, strongly this divergence affects the sol wind flow from the polar coronal holes am as a consequence, how solar wind from tl polar regions can reach down to mid-lat tudcs or even to low heliospheric Iatitud{ Ulysses magnetic field results provide tl basis for a quantitative estimate of tt large-scale divergence of the flow, which CrLICial to solar wind models.
Parker's original model for the hell spheric magnetic f[eld ( J 2) was derived u ing a uniform solar wind speed and pure radial magnetic fields at the sun. This n~[ el, while modified extensively by the d covery of the stream structure of the sol wind near the ecliptic plane, has proved be a useful framework to describe the ai'{ age orientation of the interplanetary nv netic field. In the solar equatorial plane, t rotation of the sun twists the magncl field, on average, into the form of Archimedean spiral. Away from the eq[ toriaI plane, field lines originating at a gI en heliolatitude are draped on the surface a cone with a half-angle equal to the colo tude of the field line. Earlier observatit by spacecraft close to the ecliptic pta , on average, the direction .~~e "Iagnetic field vectors is that derived ,@m Parker's model, as also confirmed by Ulysses ( 14) . However, in-ecliptic data (mm other spacecraft imply a possible over-',Wjnding of the spiral ( 1.5); this may be . ~ted to effects of the solar cycle. Ulysses [ &erva[iO ns up to 60° south latitude ( i 6) $~owcd that, in this latitude range, the most I ;~~bable orientation of the out-of-rxlip[ic . 'I~~gnetic field remains to a good aPPrCOxiiation the Parker direction. However, the Stribution around the most probable diction showed, already at low ancl medium tudes, an asymmetry, indicating that, on &age, magnetic field lines have a tendenr.to be less rather than more tightly wound &n expected on the basis of Parker's nmd-~h e complete Ulysses data set for helititudes greater than 60° ( Fig. 3) showed t at the highest latitudes explored by .Jysses, neither the most probable value of & field directicm nor the average directioñ ' I ow the expected Parker model. If hourly \erages are used, as in Fig. 3 , the most ,$bablc value corresponds to field lines @ arc more, rather than less, tightly i$rnd, and the distribution retains the be asymmetry as already seen at lower tudes. However, the average direction is !&itive to the averaging period used, and m', indicate accordingly a more or less fitly wound configuration.
This deviation at high Iatitudcs from the ker geometry, we suspect, is the result of "'large-amplitude directional fluctuations, k 'icularly at longer wavelengths that, be- bias in the azimuthal direction of tbc nmgnetic field. There is little doubt that the structure of the heliospheric flekl is more complex than that anticipated (m the basis of the Parker model. This effect has been at least qualitatively foteseen, on the basis of the assumed random motion t )f the footprints of field lines in the photosphere (17) .
The level and nature of fluctuations in ma~netic field stren[:th and, Il]ore imlmrtantly, in direction, il I the polal heliosphere affect the access of galactic cosmic rays above the solar poles and provide information, albeit indirectly, on conduions in the solar corona. These fluctuations can bc quantified in different ways. Fluctuatiorrs at the longer wavelengtl]s have been characterized by the total variance in the comporwnts of the magnetic field, compared to the variance in t}]e magnitude of the field vector (Fi~. 4). The significantly incrctsed level c)f variance in the components at high latitudes indicates that the direction of the magnetic field is much more variable than its strength. The unexpectedly strong residual modulation of cosmic rays over the polar regions observed by Ulysses ( J 8) is a direct consequence of the increased level of' directional fluctuations in the m:ignetic fielJ. The longer period fluctuations, with a power spectral exponent close to -1, were hi.gl~ly Alfv<nic (19) . Fluctuations in the transverse con~ponenrs of the magnetic field ve( tor and the corresponding transverse components of the solar wind velocity vector wcte in phase. These observations showecl t},at with the transverse components of the n]tgnetic field dominated by large amplitude fluctuations and a consistently sunward-pc)inting raclial component (Fig. 5) , the fluctuations propa-~a ted outward in the solar wind frame, in a manner fully consistent with their origin close to the sun.
Structure function analysis has been LISCCI previously to study interplanetary fluctuations near the ecliptic plane (20). l-he implied power spectral exponent of the ma~nctic field fluctuations can be deduced fron, such structure fLlnCtlOIl analysis (21). 1 wo different spectral regimes were ob-scrveJ by Ulysses. Fluctuations at high frequencies, above about 10'3 Hz, are the result of small-scale, intermittent turbulence generated in the solar wind. The power spectral exponent of these tLlrbUlen[ fluctuations is close to the Kolnmgorov value of -5/3, similar to that which has been found near the ecliptic plane (22) , although a better match to the observations is achieved by higher order MHD models (23 ) . At low frequencies, below about 10-4 } ]z, the power spectral exponent of fluctuat ions is close to -1. This rc~ime appears to he silnilar to that observed in the ecliptic at 0.3 AU by the Helios spacecraft, in highspecd solar wind streams (24) . However, in the ecliptic, these fluctuations became effectively masked between 0.3 and 1 AU by the development of dynamic interaction regions between fast and slow solar wind flows. At high latitudes, in the relatively uniform solar wind flows from the polar coronal hole, these fluctuations were observed by Ulysses out to beyond 4 AU. This indicates that fluctuations that originate tl~uch closer to the sun, in the acceleration region of the solar wind, are less likely to clccay in the uniform polar solar wind flows. _l"hc long wavelength fluctuations therefore provide a probe into conditions in the co- . q rona and, in particular, into the dynanlic processes and structures that are associated with the acceleration of the solar wind.
The transition bctwccn the two different regimes varied along the orbit of Ulysses ( Fig. 6 ): Closer to the sun, at higher k,titudes, the transition between unevolvcd fluctuations and turbulence occurs at higher frcqucncics, consistent with the slow evolution of fluctuations with heliocentric distance. In this interpretation, a population of fluctuations with an essentially l/f spcc.trum close to the sun evolves, through the intcrrncd iary of small velocity fluctuations in the solar wind, toward a fully Cfevelopcd turbw Icnce with a power spectral exponent of -5/3. This model is likely to be somewhat simplistic, as slmwn by the more detailed study based on structure functicx~ analysis, that includes correlations higher than second order (2 J ). Although the evolution and mix of the fluctuations observed in the fist solar wind flows at polar latitudes is thus significantly different from that near the ecliptic plane, the interpretation of the observations in terms of detailed processes on the microscales and mesoscales of the solar wind remains m be completed.
Fluctuaticms in the ma~netic field in any case cannot be fully described in terms of ccmventional spectrum analysis. While structure function analysis provides a more complete understanding into the statistical nature of the fluctuations, the study of discontinoities provides a complementary aPproach into aspects of the microstructure of the polar flows. The rate of occurrence of discontinuities, as measured using criteria defined previously for in-ecliptic n~easutemcnt, has been found to increase significantly (up to 100 to 200 per day) in the high-speed polar solar wind (25) , when compared to rates found near the ecliptic. The presence of discontinuiries appears to bcstrongly correlated with theprescnceof Alfv4n waves. When individual examples of discontinuitics arc examined, il is foLlnd that the discontinuity ispartoftlte Alfvtin pulse tmin, and corresponds to the phasestecpened edge of the wave.
A feature of the microscale structure is the frequent occurrence of nulls (or holes) in the magnetic field (26). These events, in which the strength of the magnetic field drops to a value ckMc to zero (without a change in t}]c direction of the field), are of short duration (of the order of tens of seconds) and represent a significantly different state of the solar wind plasma. Although such events had been noted in the ecliptic (27) , their rate of occurrence is significantly enhanced at high Iatitucles. Thcirre]ation to the mirror-mode instability first identified in the Earth's magnctosheath (28) isat preserlt unclear, as is their frequent association with tangential discontinuities. There is evidence of plasma (Langmuir) wave activity asx)ciated with tile ma~;nctic holes (29) , p(xsildy causedbys treamingener gcticelcctro[ls. Anothcrfcature of theslmrt time-scale magnetic fkld observations IS rhc prcscncc L)l current-sheet-like features, characterized by dropouts in the rnagrlitude of the ma~rwtic field, associated with sharp deflections of the field direction. Takci, togcthm, the collection of small-scale phenomena in the hi~l)speed and relatively LII ]iform solar wioci characteristic of the polar region represent new c]asses ofplasnla proctssesf or' LISL! asdi:l~nostics of coronal and hc!iospheric processes.
The heliosphere inst~ument for spectrum, composition, and anisotropy (HISCALE) corded the fluxes of low-energy ions and electrons (>50 kiloelectron volts) when Ulys:
crossed the southern solar polar region and revealed that the large-scale structure of heliosphere to at least --75° was significantly influenced by the near-equatorial he spheric current sheet. Electrons in particular were accelerated by the current she produced and poieward-propagating interplanetary reverse shock at helioradii far fr[ the Ulysses location. At heliolatitudes higher than --75° on the Ulysses ascent to pole and --50° on the descent, small, less regular enhancements of the lowest ener electron fluxes were measured whose relations to the current sheet were less clear. 1 anomalous component of low-energy (-2 to 5 megaelectron volts per nucleon) oxyf lux at the highest heliolatitudes was found to be -10-8 [per square centimeter persecc per steradian (per kiloelectronvolt per nucleon)]; the anomalous Ne/O ratio was -0.2
The HISCALE investigation (I) 011 the particles are accelerated from lower enc Ulysses spacecraft provided thrcc-ditl~cn-plasmas by magnctohydrodynamic proccs sional measurements of the distribution M of in the solar corona and photosphere, as ~l ow-energy charged particles (electrons and as in interplanetary shock waves. I ions with energies between 50 keV ard 5 SCALE also measured the composition MeV) in the heliosphtre. These Iow-energy the Iow-energy [E > 0.5 MeV per nuck
